WHO
WE ARE...
KEY FIGURES

17+ Years
1500+ Projects
91 NPS
WHAT WE DO

Teck Advisory
- Data-Driven Transformation
- Innovation Lifeguard

Teck Implementation
- App Innovation
- Data & AI
- Modern Workplace
ADVISORY - DATA-DRIVEN TRANSFORMATION

Ask → Acquire → Analyze → Act
How to avoid disasters in technology implementations...

**Ideation**
- Identify transformative opportunities aligned with business goals and technologies with maximum impact

**Validation**
- Validate an opportunity by evaluating the associated risk, investments, ROI with a clear outcome as a Go/No Go decision

**Scoping**
- Define the scope and the required technology stack to maximize the success of the initiative
TECK IMPLEMENTATION

Application Innovation

Data & AI

Modern Workplace
TECK IMPLEMENTATION

Application Innovation

- App Modernization
- Cloud App Development
- Mobility & AR/VR
TECK IMPLEMENTATION

Modern Workplace

Intranet Platforms
Office 365 Apps
MS Excel Automation
TECKNOWORKS SOLUTIONS

- Sales Analytics
  - Sales Fundamentals
  - Demand Forecasting + Price Optimization
  - Skyline Sales Multiplier
- Dashboard-as-a-Service
- FBN Meeting Efficiency
- O365 Graph Analytics
- Payroll Self-service Portal
- SharePoint Intranet Portal
- Document Management
- Outlook Add-on
- NLP Service Line
- Data Labeling Service Line
With the pricing tool we are confident to increase our impact from breakeven to around $3-5M next year thanks to all your efforts. Great job everyone and congrats in bringing distinctive impact to our clients. I know we have quite a bit of fire to put off in the middle of the study and really appreciate your flexibility to pull this through.

Representative
Pharmaceutical company
North America
Tecknoworks is a Partner that understands the intelligent edge and intelligent cloud. As one of the first Xamarin Premier Partners, Tecknoworks strategically invested in developing their mobile capabilities. These capabilities go beyond standard mobile app development but also include IoT, Big Data, Augmented Reality and AI.

Their commitment to Microsoft Azure and mobile technologies make them a strategic long-term Partner as we expand the Azure conversation to include PaaS.

Antonia Novak
PSE GBB App Innovation
Microsoft
I am so proud of the outcome of these tools. Needless to say, they are beyond our expectations. Thanks so much for all your dedication, hard work, time, overtime, and efforts in making this a reality.

Representative
Finance Ministry African Government
Such great team players and very nice people to work with! They are very calm even in difficult situations. They have very high standard for producing high quality products and it has not stopped amazing me on what they have done for us.
I will not hesitate even a bit to have them on my teams in the future and will be more than happy to promote their work to others.

Representative
Healthcare Company
WHY PEOPLE RECOMMEND US

Your ideas and concepts are quickly turned into functional, beautiful, well designed and easy to use software.

Benefit of a systematic approach to product quality from initial concept to live support.

Make the latest technology innovations work for you. Access a flexible, global network of passionate, top tech experts.
THANK YOU